LabexMed enters its last year ... 
explore the scenery from its last ports of calls!

The Observatory for Interdisciplinary Practices

Managed by Chantal Aspe, the Observatory’s team accompanies researchers in their exploration of Interdisciplinarity.

Upcoming Events

Conference
30/11/2018
Dr José Franco
Building bridges between societies and the Sciences

Scientific Programs Feedback Conference
12/12/2018

OPI Spring School
Interdisciplinarity today: domains, fields and commitments.
May 12th - 17th 2019

A tool built by and for the research community

Read more here

3 successive management teams
40 pilot projects supervised
7 APRIMED programs

Organisation of the Interdisciplinary Pathways conferences cycle

Please find the videos of the conferences here

Follow us!

Next port of call
2019 International Year